
Member Nodes - Task #8268

MNDeployment # 5451 (Operational): Cary Institute (via Figshare)

Story # 8266 (Closed): Initial MN Discovery (Figshare)

Assess and determine feasibility of becoming a DataONE Member Node

2018-01-31 21:44 - Amy Forrester

Status: Closed Start date: 2018-01-31

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Amy Forrester % Done: 100%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Story Points:    

Description

Scope the implementation: what data to expose; mutability; functionality (Tier); Software Stack, etc.

History

#1 - 2018-02-05 22:05 - Amy Forrester

- Description updated

#2 - 2018-02-06 20:32 - Amy Forrester

Tech call Scheduled: 2/22/2018 (Dave, Monica, Amy | Dan Valen + tech team (Europe))

#3 - 2018-02-06 20:37 - Amy Forrester

- % Done changed from 0 to 30

- Assignee set to Amy Forrester

- Status changed from New to In Progress

#4 - 2018-02-22 15:48 - Amy Forrester

2/22/2018: Tech call

Figshare: Dan Valen (dan@figshare.com); Alex H. (alex@figshare.com)-tech account mgr/project mgt; Adrian-Tudor Panescu (tudor@figshare.com)-

software engineer

DataONE: Monica, Dave, Amy

{notes} https://epad.dataone.org/pad/p/Figshare-1.31.2018

Figshare action items:

* share the test environment endpoints so we can access the OAI-PMH service for the test setup

* email back the completed MN description docs to see what other questions we’ll have.  

#5 - 2018-03-05 20:08 - Amy Forrester

3/5/18 {Dan Valen} Will pass along the stage endpoints as soon as the Cary Institute instance is up in stage. I'll loop everyone once he follows-up and

we can begin testing OAI-PMH functionality. 

#6 - 2018-03-09 14:49 - Amy Forrester

3/9/18: from Tudor Panescu tudor@figshare.com
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You can test our OAI-PMH interface using https://api.figsh.com/v2/oai?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc&set=portal_2750 (the important

part is the set=portal_2750 query parameter).

This is the ListSet for the Cary Institute testing instance, available at https://caryinstitute.figsh.com/ (the basic authentication credentials are gguest /

159357456). If you need some new items created, I can either create them for you, or quickly show you around our interface, whichever suits you

best.

#7 - 2018-03-20 17:54 - Amy Forrester

- % Done changed from 30 to 100

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed
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